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Your business is becoming increasingly reliant on the 
robots you deliver to simplify and streamline mission 
critical business processes. 

UiPath Test Suite is the only RPA platform that enables 
continuous testing of your robots and the applications they 
rely on to uncover any underlying problems, allowing 
developers to proactively address issues before they 
impact the business. 
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Talk to an RPA Testing expert

At UiPath, we deliver leading edge 
automation to reduce cost, improve 
efficiency and create a superior customer 
experience. We are the only company today 
with a comprehensive platform for 
end-to-end automation, that provides 
unique capabilities to ensure every robot 
and underlying application keeps working to 
move your business forward.  
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Amazon engineers deploy code every 
11.7 seconds, on average. 

BMW manages 500 different applications 
on 30,000 servers.

You want to scale, but as you add more and more robots, 
your team is spending more time fixing robots and less 
time building new robots. A recent UiPath user survey 
found that maintenance is the single biggest impediment 
to scaling their RPA program. 

3%
Deloitte found that only 3% of organizations 
have been able to scale their digital workforce. 
(scaling was defined as more than 50 robots in 
production)

Most software robots are automating activities that depend 
on underlying applications and run-time environments.   
While business processes are usually stable, applications 
are updated more frequently, many cloud applications 
change every day, sometimes every hour. Similarly, 
run-time environments are constantly updated with 
patches, upgrades and network updates. 

Every application or environment update is a potential 
point of failure for a robot.  Whenever a robot is disrupted 
in production, humans have to revert to manual processes, 
the RPA team has to drop everything to fix it and scaling 
decelerates. 

It doesn’t have to be that way.

Test as you build your workflows and monitor their health 
in production by continuously executing tests to ensure 
robots keep doing their job.
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Deliver faster: Test initial workflows 5X faster with 
automated testing

Build Reputation: Improve trust from the business 
by delivering reliable robots  

Keep Robots Working: Proactively maintain robots 
before issues impact users or production 

Accelerate Scaling: Free up to 40% more time for 
your developers to build new automations with 
reduced maintenance 

That’s what UiPath delivers.

How does RPA Testing work 
in UiPath Test Suite?
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